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Over the last seven months my personal experience at serving the 

membership has been exclusively one of education. Many times a member, 

upon discovering the role I attempt to fill within the union, will have questions 

regarding several relationships – the Graduate-Student-Association- (GSA)-to-

Union-Member relationship, the University-(UNB)-to-Union-Member 

relationship, and ultimately the Union-to-Union-Member relationship. 

Implicit within these questions is the desire to understand the duty that 

each party has to student. I have found that many times a member may be 

reluctant to contact the faceless union, even with just a question or two. This 

reluctance is debilitating to a functioning union and must be addressed. 

Part of minimizing a member’s reluctance is to make communication 

convenient. These days, that means creating and maintaining a web space. I 

have performed a modicum of maintenance on the union’s website (ugsw.ci-

fi.net); specifically, links to websites for other graduate student workers 

unions across the country were updated. 

Finally, I attended several meetings of the union executive committee, 

the Joint Union-Management Committee, and the Fredericton & District Labour 

Council. 

In the future, a new host for the site needs to be found, although I’m 

unsure as to the urgency of this need. I will research and recommend to the 

executive committee a new host. 

I will serve as an alternate member of the UNB Joint Health and Safety 

Committee. This is to assure the grad student worker’s interests are 

represented in the case when Meghann, the current committee member, 

cannot attend. 

Finally, a long-term project of mine is to develop a method to visualise 

the union’s membership data, aggregated, to assist in conceptualising its 

extent and character, as well as to assist in identifying trends. 

Warmest Regards, 


